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DESCRIPTION

IN THIS BOOK YOU 
WILL LEARN HOW TO...

USHA CHUDASAMA

Most parents say “I just want my child to 
be happy.”

Parenting is a science.

Understand the dynamics of family life today 
and how to manage stress;

Become aware of how your behaviour and 

your child;

Use a range of techniques to change your 

happiness.

Are you one of those parents?

Do you have a child aged 5 – 11?

Would you like to be empowered with a 
step-by-step approach to building your 
child’s mindset towards happiness?
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This book lays the foundation
to build resilience for your child’s life 
and future challenges. Uniquely, 
blending the up-to-date theory of 
positive psychology, neuroscience 

book takes you step-by-step through: 
scripted, fun and practical activities; 
powerful techniques and strategies; 
to create the ideal setting for raising 
a happy and confident child.

and holistic practices, this jargon-free 

If we help our children to practise thinking for 
themselves and give them plenty of positive 
reinforcement, they will become more resilient 
to criticism from others. This, in and of itself, 
will lead to a happier life.

- Usha Chudasama
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UNCOVER IN 
THESE PAGES...
How I help parents to use 21st Century 
techniques utilising evidenced research based 
on positive psychology, neuroscience and child 
development to develop and cultivate a positive 
mindset to unleash your child’s talents and make 
them happier.

1. Create the optimal environment for learning.

2. Understand how the basic brain functions 
link to emotions and behaviour.

3. Understand the dynamics of family life today 
and how to manage stress.

4. Become aware of how your behaviour and

5.

 
experiences influence how you parent your 
child.

6.

 Learn how to manage your inner challenges 
as a parent in order to enhance your child’s 
development.

7.

 Become aware of and change your language 
patterns to bring about improvements in 
your child’s behaviour.

8.

 Learn how to communicate effectively with 
your child to build improved relationships.

9.

 Use positive affirmations to change your  
child’s mind-set for self-confidence and 
happiness.

10.

 Learn a range of simple and powerful 
techniques e.g. imagination, visualisation, 
meditation and more, for calm and peaceful 
children.

 Learn why it is important to practise 
gratitude daily.

Your children will do as you say... but 
your words     will become their inner voice.
Be mindful of what you are saying as you

creating the adult of tomorrow.

- Usha Chudasama
are 
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Usha Chudasama was born in Kenya, Africa. She came 
to London in the 1970s. She has 12 years experience 
as a primary school teacher and 6 years as a Behaviour 
Consultant working with schools, parents and children. 
She was awarded the status of Chartered London Teacher 
that recognises and rewards commitment to play a key 
role in transforming education by challenging educational 
under-achievement and disadvantage.

Her area of specialty is well-being and therapeutic 
emotional 

a freelance trainer and works with children, adolescents,
trains professionals in this field. She is a school psychotherapist

and individuals in her private clinic. 

She is accredited by United Kingdom Council 
for Psychotherapy (UKCP) and registered with 

British Association of Counsellors and Psychotherapists 
(BACP). She is a qualifed Neuro Linguistic Practitioner 
(NLP) Master Practitioner and Trainer. She believes 
 in community work and volunteers time as a  
spiritual healer.

Usha has set up her organisation called 
“Healing Feeling”. She offers workshops for 
parents to help build a better relationship with
their child; workshops for children so they 
become confident, calm and happy; personal
development workshops for individuals to let go 
of past hurts and build a better future; and lastly, 
she delivers bespoke packages for behaviour  
management, positive mental health, and 
well-being to childcare professionals 
and educators. 

Usha has been featured in The Times 
newspaper and Coutts Women’s Online Magazine, 
and she was interviewed on News Talk Radio 
about her work.

Usha lives in East London with her husband 
and daughter. She has been married for 32 years.

Usha can be contacted at: www.healing-feeling.com- Mahatma Gandhi

Your beliefs become your thoughts, 
Your thoughts become your words,
Your words become your actions, 
Your actions become your habits,
Your habits become your values, 
Your values become your destiny.
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and mental health challenges. She supports 
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